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FACULTY MEMBERS
Dato’ Joshua Kevin – LLM(Malaya), LLB (Hons) (Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Course Advisor (Criminal Procedure, Professional Practice)
Dato’ Kevin has been an integral part of the academic team for the Bachelor of Jurisprudence (External) (in 2004) and CLP
programme in ATC. Kind and passionate, Dato’ Kevin possesses excellent teaching skills that never fails to produce
excellent results amongst his students. His depth of legal knowledge and over a decade experience as a legal practitioner is
an invaluable asset which profoundly benefits aspiring lawyers. Presently Dato’ Kevin is ATC’s Course Advisor for the
CLP programme and mainly lectures and tutors on Criminal Procedure and Professional Practice at both our KL and Penang
campuses. Besides the CLP programme, he has also lectured on land law, business law and company law at talks, seminars
and various organisations. To date Dato’ Kevin has authored and co-authored various publications on Malaysian Law that
have proven beneficial to academicians, students and practitioners. To name a few his contributions in the Malaysian Law
Journal (MLJ) are - “Land Law (CLP Series on Professional Practice)”, “Prinsip-prinsip Penting Perundangan Tanah Di
Malaysia”, “Laws of Hire Purchase in Malaysia”, “Forms & Precedent (Hire Purchase)” and “Forms & Precedent for
Insurance Law”. He is also currently writing his own book on Criminal Procedure. In 2009, Dato’ Kevin established his
own practice under the name and style of Kevin & Co. and the firm has since grown to have four branches in the nation.

Mariette Peters-Goh - LLM (Malaya), LLB (Hons) (Malaya)
Advocate & Solicitor
Senior Lecturer (Law of Evidence)
Ms. Mariette is a well-known lecturer for Law of Evidence where her undying commitment and persistence in ensuring that
students excel is a guaranteed factor. She obtained both her Bachelor of Laws and Master of Laws from Universiti Malaya
and has been lecturing for the past 18 years on a full and part-time basis. In addition to lecturing and conducting seminars,
Ms. Mariette has contributed towards numerous publications that makes evident her substance and credibility as an
academician. Her book entitled “Law of Evidence in Malaysia” is the text primarily used by CLP students pursuing the
programme. She has also contributed to the Halsbury’s Laws of Malaysia and is a regular contributor to Civil Procedure in
Singapore and Malaysia. She has also written articles in the Current Law Journal (CLJ) entitled: “The Standard of Proof in
Prima Facie Cases” and “Customary Marriages”. Her very recent publication, “To be or Not to be … a Lawyer” is a musthave book for every law student who wishes to get an insider’s perspective into the reality of practising law in Malaysia.
Ms. Mariette was an editor with MLJ and is still contributing towards the ‘case reporting’ section in both MLJ and CLJ.
She was a Partner at Messrs Zul Rafique & Co. where she headed its Knowledge Management, Research and Training
Department.

Ravindran Shanmuganathan - LLB (Hons) (Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Senior Lecturer (Civil Procedure)
Mr. Ravi is a renowned figure in both the legal practice and academic field. Meticulous and highly knowledgeable, Mr.
Ravi has been contributing tremendously to the success of ATC; he has over 18 years of experience in lecturing on Law of
Evidence to our undergraduates in the University of London LLB programme. He mainly maintains his practice in the area
of corporate and commercial litigation and shares his extensive knowledge in Civil Procedure with CLP students. He is a
Partner at Messrs SreenevasanYoung.

Amerjit Singh - LLB (Hons) (Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Senior Lecturer (General Paper)
Mr. Amerjit has experience of more than 20 years in teaching on the University of London LLB programme. His areas of
expertise includes Criminal Law, Law of Trust, Evidence and Jurisprudence. Always able to incorporate humour into his
lectures, Mr. Amerjit is very popular amongst students and is often their favourite. He also shares his knowledge in Tort
(General Paper) on the CLP programme and is currently a practising Advocate & Solicitor and Partner in his firm.
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Irene Kam - LLB (Hons)(Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Senior Lecturer (Civil Procedure & General Paper)
Ms. Irene teaches on the LLB degree and CLP programmes at ATC. She has had contributed tremendously to the national
and international successes of ATC as its former Moot Director. Ms.Irene was formerly in private practice, specialising in
intellectual property and data protection. She is passionate about the pursuit of knowledge and believes that the study of law
is as fascinating as it is relentless. Ms. Irene teaches civil procedure and contract law on the CLP programme.
Choong Kak Sen - LLB(Hons)(Lond),CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Senior Lecturer (Law of Evidence & Criminal Procedure)
Mr. Kak Sen comes with a wealth of varied experience in legal practice. After having obtained a Second Class (Upper) in
his CLP examination, including a distinction for Law of Evidence, Mr.Kak Sen joined the Attorney General’s Chamber and
was appointed as a Deputy Public Prosecutor for 3 years. He has since appeared in many reported cases. An inspired
individual, Mr. Kak Sen adds a unique dimension into the CLP faculty. He currently lectures and tutors on Law of Evidence
and Criminal Procedure in the CLP programme at both our KL and Penang campuses. He also maintains his practice at
Messrs. Gooi & Azura.
Leng Wie Mun - LL.B (Hons) Lond, CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Lecturer (Professional Practice)
Ms. Wie Mun, graduated from the University of London with a Second Class Upper degree and completed her Certificate
in Legal Practice with a Second Class Lower. She is currently a partner at Messrs. Kevin & Co. whereby she maintains her
legal practice in civil, corporate/commercial and criminal issues as well as handles conveyancing transactions and general
litigation matters. Also responsible in supervising the administrative work in her firm, Ms. Wie Mun contributes immensely
by developing and restructuring practical operation and system in the firm through her innovative ideas. Ms. Wie Mun
currently shares her practice experience with our CLP students, by lecturing and tutoring on ‘Bankruptcy and Winding up
of Companies’
Saravanesh Supramaniam - LLB(Hons)(Lond), CLP, M.CompSci (USM), BSc Comp Sc (USM)
Advocate & Solicitor
Lecturer (General Paper)
Mr. Saravanesh is currently a legal practitioner with over three years of experience in civil litigation. He joined ATC Penang
in 2012 and teaches on the CLP and LLB Programmes on a part time basis. With a dynamic teaching style, Mr. Saravanesh
effectively prepares students for both the components of General Paper
Praveena Karunamoorthy – LLM (Lond), LL.B (Hons) (Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Lecturer (Professional Practice)
Ms. Praveena has been teaching at ATC for the past 7 years on the University of London's Undergraduate Laws programme
in the subjects of Legal System & Method, Tort and Intellectual Property Law. She is currently the Principal Lecturer for
the subject of Legal System & Method. Ms. Praveena graduated from the same programme in 2006 and thereafter, driven
by her passion for Intellectual Property Law, pursued her LLM with the University of London with a specialisation in
International Intellectual Property Law, completing the same in 2009. She then finished her CLP in 2010 and began teaching
at ATC on a full time basis. In 2012, the practical world of legal practice called out to her and she commenced her pupillage
under renowned Intellectual Property lawyer Mr. Suaran Singh in the firm of Messrs Suaran & Sankey. There she remained
after being called to the Malaysian Bar as an Advocate & Solicitor in 2013, all the while teaching at ATC on a part-time
basis. In 2014 Ms. Praveena and her sister opened up their own legal practice, Messrs. Karunamoorthy & Associates,
specialising in complex probate & administration matters and insurance disputes. Ms. Praveena is also one of the co-authors
of the book entitled "The Financial Services Act 2013 & Insurance" together with her father and sister. One of the latest
additions to ATC's CLP programme, Ms. Praveena brings her experience from legal practice to the subject of Professional
Practice, specifically in the area of Probate & Administration of Estate.
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Sanjay Kumar Kanchanlal - LLB(Hons)(Lond),CLP
Head of School of Postgraduate Studies, ATC Penang
Senior Lecturer (Professional Practice)
Mr. Sanjay was a legal practitioner with four years of experience in civil litigation. He joined ATC Penang in the year of
2007 and has since been teaching on the CLP, LLB and A level Programmes. Favourite amongst students, Mr. Sanjay
mainly teaches Probate, Bankruptcy and Winding up of companies in the CLP programme.
Rachel Yap Yen Siang – LL.B (Hons) (Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor
Lecturer (Professional Practice)
Ms. Rachel completed her legal education and was awarded the University Of London LL.B. (Hons.) degree in 2011 and
was subsequently called to the Malaysian Bar in 2013. After having completed her pupillage in Messrs. Shearn Delamore
& Co, she commenced her legal practice at Messrs. Lim Kian Leong & Co mainly dealing in the area of general litigation,
with particular focus on cases involving professional negligence. Even before obtaining her qualifications as an Advocate
& Solicitor, Ms. Rachel has had plenty of experience in the legal field. Notably, she had been working as a conveyancing
clerk and legal secretary in local law firms for three years and lectured on several subjects of law in the LLB programme at
ATC. With such vast experience before obtaining her qualifications, it came as no surprise when she came out top of her
class when she graduated. She translated her passion in law into her work as well. She currently contributes to the CLP
Faculty by lecturing on Ethics & Advocacy. Ms. Rachel is also an active participant in the KL Bar Sports Committee.
Rajesh Nagarajan LLM(Malaya), LLB(Hons)(Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor of the High Court of Malaya
Lecturer (Civil Procedure & General Paper)
Mr. Raj has been teaching for the past 19 years and has lectured the University of London LLB programme for more than
10 years. Mr. Raj has always been passionate about teaching and regularly goes the extra mile to ensure that his students do
well in examinations. Presently, Mr. Raj is a practising lawyer and practises a mix of civil litigation coupled with an active
criminal defense practise. Mr. Raj is also a Registered Patent Agent and is involved in intellectual property disputes and
enforcement. Ms. Raj currently his experience in legal practice with our CLP students, tutoring on the subjects of Civil
Procedure and Law of Tort (General Paper).
Daniel Gan - LL.B(Lond).,CLP
Head of Business Development
Lecturer (General Paper)
Mr Daniel has been part of the ATC teaching faculty since 2012. In 2014, he decided to venture into a new field which
closely relates to his favourite subject, Law of Tort. He joined Zurich Insurance(Malaysia) and dealt particularly in Motor
Vehicle Accident(MVA) claims and was involved in both the litigation and direct settlement teams. After acquiring some
hands on practical experience of the law, Mr Daniel decided to return to ATC to be involved both in the management and
academic front. Mr Daniel currently teaches the subjects of Contract Law, Law of Tort and Commercial Law for the
University of London Undergraduate Programme and occasionally teaches in the A-Level programme. He now also tutors
on the Tort component in the CLP programme.
Kashmirjit Kaur HS – LLB(Hons)(Lond), CLP
Head of Department (CLP), ATC KL
Lecturer (Professional Practice)
Ms. Kashmir mainly teaches on the University of London LLB programme, where she enjoys sharing her knowledge in
Family Law, Legal System & Methods and Company Law. She was admitted as an Advocate and Solicitor in the year 2015.
Whilst in practice, she mainly dealt in corporate commercial issues. An ardent believer in continuous learning, she enjoys
elucidating the ever evolving world of law through her research and written works. Two of her articles on Malaysian law
entitled “New Strata Laws - finally in force” and “Housing Development (Control and Licensing) Act 1966 – Recent
Amendments”, were published in Construction Law Journal (Const. L.J. 2016, 32(7)). Ms. Kashmir currently coordinates
the CLP Department and teaches on the topic of Housing Development in the subject of Land Law.
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